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Details of Visit:

Author: MarkyWills
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 9 Jul 2014 13:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.bbwnewcastleescort.com
Phone: 07794204964

The Premises:

Amys place is a nice clean apartment in a fairly new block, the area is good and safe and you're not
overlooked when entering the building. The big bonus however is the location, its across the road
from a large shopping complex, take aways and a pub so theres ample parking and most
importantly an easily explained reason why your car is there.

Her apartment was clean, spacious, smelt nice and had everything you could need. Soft mood
music in the background, I was offered a drink from a well stocked fridge of both alcoholic and non
and the bathroom was clean, fresh towels and even offered a tooth brush (freshly unopened pack).

The Lady:

Amy describes herself as a BBW and that would be accurate, Id guess shes a size 18 with ample
curves in all the right places. She dressed to please in attractive underwear and Id say her photos,
although a good indication of her could do with being renewed as she looks smaller in real life than
the images portray.

If you like girls with tits n ass as I do then shes perfect!

The Story:

What can I say? Amy was fantastic, I went with the intention of rushing my way through her
repertoire of services including anal however once there and comfortable Amy started on the OWO
and (Im ashamed to say) I just lay back and enjoyed every moment. She has a technique like no
other Ive experienced and you can clearly tell she enjoys her work.

Short story is that, although anything else I wanted Im sure Amy would have happily obliged I was
more than happy to just experience her lips and hands for what was easily 40mins, shes definitely
not a clockwatcher. When the moment came there was rushing, she looked me in the eye with a
cheeky grin and willed me on to a fantastic finish, so much so that I could hardly walk back to the
car. She meanwhile, took every drop and appeared to enjoy it.

Would I return? Wild horses couldn't keep me away!
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